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Forward 

 Growing up, Rozalyn’s wardrobe was always in flux. Dresses cuffed and col-

lared with lace. Crinoline skirts. Western shirts that snapped shut with shiny pearl 

buttons. Pointed, teal flats. Silk scarves tied delicately around her neck. A belt made 

of bullets that once landed her in detention. Everything coming and going in a 

series of thrift store gorges and purges. When we were younger, our closets were 

liquid--ownership transient. I don’t know what it’s like for boys growing up, but 

for girls (us girls) it was almost ceremonious the way a sweater or dress or bra was 

transferred from one body to the next. 

 So much of clothes, of fashion, is tied up in projection. How do we see our-

selves, how do others see us, and how do we use clothes to change or control those 

gazes? As you’ll find in this collection of startlingly honest and straightforward 

narratives, it’s all a wash. Intention and reality constantly at odds as we maneuver 

through different phases of our lives, of our personalities, with a forever changing 

wardrobe. A perpetual puberty of self-image. In these little stories, Rozalyn illus-

trates the endless self-reflection and adjustment we all experience but with a candor 

about failed intentions that is simultaneously intimate and brave; and, although, I’ve 

only known Tim Roth for a short while, he is so discerning and thoughtful with his 

camera, I know that even our discarded items will look graceful through his gaze.

Marianne Mckey 



Preface

 The act of poring through remnants of my past is something that I have done 

since I was a little girl. An only child, I spent a lot of time organizing my things, re-

purposing toys that seemed like they could use a new life, and memorializing every-

day objects. My curated archive of special artifacts gets smaller as I sift out piles of 

less essential items and slowly add new treasures. Recently, I have considered how 

my everyday choices like wardrobe or decor reflect my political and cultural values.

 During Fabric of Memory, a project that was on view at the Tate Liverpool 

Biennial International 2006, Lee Mingwei invited residents of Liverpool to share 

something made specifically for them, document the object, and tell its story. Peo-

ple contributed all sorts of objects, from sweaters and stuffed animals to old letters 

and stones. Each object was presented elegantly at the exhibition in a wooden box 

along with stories contributed by the owners and people who had made the objects. 

The stories reflect on the “Making and Giving” process as well as the “Memories 

and Associations” surrounding the object. The objects and their stories are archived 

in a browseable online database on the Tate’s website. 

 Mingwei’s project suggests that interpersonal relationships that form in 

response to or around a sentimental object can be quite powerful. The stories of 

those relationships give us insight into a person and their way of being in the world. 

One of the participants in the project acknowledges how the process enabled him 

to remember a set of memories that a sweater evoked, “I want to thank Mingwei 

for giving me a fresh view of a article of clothing that I was not consciously keeping 

and that I have not even looked at in many years.” This participant not only got the 

chance to recall forgotten personal memories, but he also gained a new awareness 

of how objects can relate to larger narratives of our lives.  

 Inspired by Mingwei’s project, I set out to create something that would high-

light the stories behind my own clothes in hopes that I would be able to inspire oth-

er people to reflect on the choices they make in regards to buying, selling and cher-

ishing clothes.  I started by sifting through my clothes, creating a record of which 

pieces “sparked joy.”



Rozalyn Crews 

The pieces that sparked joy were put back into my closet, and the remaining 105 

items of clothing would become relics of my past. In the midst of this process, I 

spoke with artist Jen Delos Reyes about the significance of disposable wardrobes 

and the consumerist tendency to frequently buy and discard clothes. My mass-pro-

duced clothes felt so disembodied from their stories of creation compared to the 

items presented by Mingwei’s participants, and during the process of reifying my 

style identity, it became clear that I should somehow honor the shed clothing for the 

joy it once brought me.

 To reflect on and consider the clothing’s role in my life, I wrote 105 short 

stories that expressed something about my experience with each piece. This pro-

cess conjured a lot of emotions as I remembered when and how I acquired the 

piece, considered where it was made, and why I owned it. As I wrote these stories, I 

thought about the stories written by participants in Mingwei’s piece, and I remem-

bered a set of short stories Harrell Fletcher wrote about his personal objects. At the 

Headlands Project Space in 2001, Harrell publicly sorted through cardboard boxes 

that held the remnants of 33 years of his life. After traveling and working for sever-

al years post-grad school, he removed all of his stored belongings from his parents 

attic. He took them to the Headlands, and he sorted through them, box by box in a 

public studio. When visitors came to see him work, he gave them something from 

the piles, a piece of his personal history. He then chose 38 significant objects to doc-

ument and write stories about. The objects are presented on his website with their 

story, some even have accompanying sounds. 

 When I was thinking about how to connect this work with an audience, I 

got a piece of advice from Harrell. He told me that I should make work that is rele-

vant to an audience that I have access to, and he reminded me to create work that is 

meaningful to myself and the audience I want to serve. I realized that for this proj-

ect, the audience is myself and my collaborators who contributed their labor. For 

that reason, there are only three printed editions of this booklet.





Stories 



 
Black and White Polka 
Dot Dress
When I worked at Urban Thread in Gainesville, Flor-
ida during high school, I used to get first pick of the 
damaged clothes. There was a big stack of them in 
the back office, and I could take whatever I wanted 
for free. This is a dress that I took from that pile, and 
I’ve worn it to a lot of special events and parties. My 
friend Hannah had a matching one, so sometimes 
we would wear it around her house and pretend we 
were twins. I have sewn up many holes in this dress, 
and I love it very much.

Years owned by me: 6





 

Vintage Black and White 
Striped Dress
When I broke my arm one February, I had a lot of 
trouble maintaining my normal life. I couldn’t brush 
my hair, cut my nails, take showers, put on clothes, 
etc. To make me feel better, Diego bought me this 
dress to wear to the Clyde Common holiday party. I 
wore it to the party, but I still felt sad because I had 
to wear a sling over it to hold up my arm. I’ve kept 
the dress for awhile because I love the sentiment, 
but I never want to wear it because it reminds me of 
my broken arm.

Years owned by me: 2





 

White and Black  
Optical Illusion Skirt 
from Crossroads

This summer I was really inter-
ested in skirts. I wore this skirt 
with a hot pink shirt to a roof-
top bar in Portland.  I thought it 
was a really edgy outfit. Now, I 
don’t know.

Years owned by me: less than 
one





 
Neon Nike Windbreaker 
from thrift store in rural 
Oregon
For Diego’s birthday this year, we went mini-golfing 
with Grace and Kyle in rural Oregon outside of Port-
land. There was a really cheap thrift store where we 
spent a lot of money on stuff we only kind of wanted. 
I think we were all excited about how cheap it was. 
I got this windbreaker because while we were there 
we decided to spend the night in the Columbia River 
Gorge near Hood River. I thought I would get cold, 
so I got this jacket.

Years owned by me: less than one





 

Purple, Tan and White 
Button-Up Shirt
I bought this shirt at a thrift store in Florida. It’s one 
of my nicer shirts, and I’ve worn it to many 
functions. It has been a staple in my wardrobe for a 
long time. My favorite memory of this shirt is when 
I wore it in the Petrified National Forest. It breathes 
well, and it is really comfortable for long road trips. I 
love the tag.

Years owned by me: 5

 

Comune Jeans from 
Buffalo Exchange

Wearing these jeans makes me feel like I am a pop 
singer past my prime. They are a little too small or 

something. Also, I do not like the color of the wash.

Years owned by me: less than one





 
White and Multi-Colored 
Striped Shirt

I have had this shirt for a long 
time. I bought it in my sopho-
more year of college at a Good-
will in Sarasota, Florida that 
doesn’t exist anymore. I wore 
this shirt to a lot of concerts 
and I used to think it was one 
of my more “work appropriate” 
shirts.

Years owned by me: 4





 
Denim Gap Shirt from 
Crossroads
Grace and I drove to Seattle recently to hang out 
with our friend Kelly. She lives in Capitol Hill near 
Crossroads. We walked there to sell some of her 
clothes, and we ended up buying a lot of weird 
things. I almost bought gold high heels, but I bought 
this “practical” denim shirt instead. I don’t like the 
way it looks on me.

Years owned by me: less than one





 
Blue and White  
Striped Tank Top

I was tired of all my boring tank 
tops, and I needed something 
that would show off my shoul-
ders and had some cool fea-
ture. I chose this tank top from 
Buffalo Exchange, and I wore it 
on a lot of fun beach trips this 
summer.

Years owned by me: less than 
one





 

Long White Sweater 
from the Gap
I got this sweater on sale because I thought it went 
well with the new, professional wardrobe I was build-
ing after college. It did not go well with anything.  Ev-
ery time I see it, I want to try to “make it work.”

Years owned by me: 2

 

Cream and Navy  
Sweater Shirt from  

the Gap
I bought this shirt to wear during an interview last 

year. I don’t know why I thought this shirt made me 
feel professional. I feel really frumpy when I wear it 

now. I wore it to my office job a lot.

Years owned by me: 1





 

New Red Beanie
One Christmas, Diego and I bought each other a 
lot of presents. Probably enough presents to give 
to all of our friends and family, but they were all for 
us. This red beanie was one of those gifts. I think it 
came from Amazon. Unfortunately, it was way too 
small for my head, so we replaced it with another 
red beanie we got at Urban Outfitters. Too many red 
beanies in my life.

Years owned by me: 2

 

Weird Red Poncho
I bought this poncho at Goodwill when I started 

grad school. I thought, maybe, it represented my 
new identity as a practicing artist. Now I think it just 

makes me feel and look lazy. Not the perfect look.

Years owned by me: less than one





 

Forest Green  
Pendleton Blouse
Wow! What a blouse. I got this at the Goodwill outlet 
store in SE Portland. I like to wear it around Christ-
mas time, but I think I’m just not that interested in 
wearing this type of green anymore. It makes me 
look extra red. I wore it in a lot of family photos the 
first Christmas Diego and I were together.

Years owned by me: 2





 
Black Silence + Noise 
Blazer from  
Buffalo Exchange

I don’t think I’ve ever worn this 
blazer. I think it’s weird that 
it doesn’t have any buttons. 
I bought it because I figured 
I would need a blazer in grad 
school. So far, I can wear what-
ever I want whenever I want in 
grad school and I don’t really 
want to wear a blazer.

Years owned by me: less than 
one





 
Light Purple Puerto Rico 
Tank Top
I bought this shirt at a gift shop in Ponce, Puerto 
Rico. The shirt reminds me of eating mofongo and 
hanging out with my friend, David. It is my only sou-
venir from that trip besides my memories and pic-
tures.

Years owned by me: 5

 

Weird Patterned Pants 
from the Gap

When I was home for Christmas last year, I went to 
the Oaks Mall to buy some makeup at Sephora. I 

thought while I was there, I should go to the Gap to 
see if they had any holiday sales. They had these 

pants for half-off. Perfect, I thought. This was a pur-
chase from my “professional look” phase.

Years owned by me: one





 
Gray Charlotte T-shirt

I bought this shirt at the thrift 
store I worked at in high school 
called Flashbacks. I was six-
teen when I bought it, and I 
thought it made my boobs look 
good. I wore it during the sec-
ond half of my first art show.

Years owned by me: 9





 
Yellow and Pink Scarf 
from a guy in the street
One night during the Time Based Arts festival this 
year, I was standing in the street around 1:00 A.M. 
calling a cab for some artists who were staying a 
few miles away in an Airbnb. A nice, flamboyant man 
wearing almost no clothes and high heels started 
talking to me. He thought I was beautiful, and told 
me I seemed like a really hard worker. He thought 
this scarf was perfect for me.  He said, “You deserve 
it,” and put the scarf around my neck. I’m not crazy 
about the scarf, but the gesture was so kind.

Years owned by me: less than one





 
Navy and Cream  
Sweater from Buffalo 
Exchange

When I saw this sweater, I 
thought it was awesome.  It 
is Theory brand--which I had 
seen at Jessica’s house, and 
she always has nice clothes. I 
barely ever wear it. One day I 
wore it over to Jessica’s, and 
she said, “Nice Sweater.”

Years owned by me: less than 
one





 

Black Turtle Neck  
from the Gap
I have always been obsessed with black turtle necks, 
and am always on the search for the perfect one. I 
got this one at the Gap a few years ago, and I liked 
it a lot. It is a bit too small, though. Diego wore it in a 
video that I used to get into grad school.

Years owned by me: 7

 

Black Jeans from Old 
Navy

When I went home in August this year, my parents 
wanted to take me shopping. For old time’s sake, we 

went to Old Navy. I was feeling insecure about my 
pants not fitting, so I bought these stretchy, black 

pants. Why?

Years owned by me: less than one





 
Navy BDG Sweater  
from Goodwill

I like this sweater because it’s 
navy. I have so many happy 
memories of wearing it. I have 
taken it to the Oregon coast 
many times, and it always 
kept me pretty warm. When I 
found it on the rack at Good-
will, I thought it was the perfect 
sweater.

Years owned by me: 3





 
Red One-piece Romper
I found this romper at a Goodwill in Portland. I 
thought it was amazing when I found it. It fit per-
fectly, and the color is one of my favorites. I like the 
handmade feel of it. I wore it to work on Valentine’s 
day and to the Clyde Common’s Fourth of July par-
ty at Laurelhurst park. I never really felt like myself 
when I wore it.  Also it takes too long to use the 
bathroom when I’m wearing it because every button 
has to be unbuttoned.

Years owned by me: less than one





 
Black Dress from  
Urban Thread
I wore this dress to my senior prom in high school. 
After that, I wore it to almost all of the important 
events I had to attend throughout college. It was 
my go-to stunner dress. Now it’s been almost three 
years since I finished college. I tried to wear the 
dress to opening night of the Time Based Arts festi-
val here in Portland, but when I asked my boss how 
it looked she said,  “You have back cleavage. Do not 
wear that.” 

Years owned by me: 6








